
This internationally-recognized heavy equipment manufacturer was attempting to standardize 
communications with its many global trading partners. A particular pain point was invoicing – for 
example, partners in one country were sending invoices by post, while partners in another used 
a third-party invoicing program, creating an added administrative burden for the accounting 
department as they reconciled and processed supplier payments.

Hoping to get all global trading partners trained on a new invoicing system, the manufacturer initially 
deployed VMC to translate an English-language training session script into 13 languages. The 
Illinois-based manufacturer intended to create a live two-day training workshop, conducted by native 
speakers, for trading partners at sites in Poland and Italy. Subsequent training sessions would be 
conducted remotely with the use of video conferencing.

VMC translated more than 100 documents, keeping up with multiple rounds of revisions by using 
Change Control processes that ensured all modifications, no matter the size, were mirrored and 
accounted for. The project required VMC teams to proofread and conduct QA in French, Polish, 
Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, and nine other languages before approving migration from the Test 
environment to the live Production environment.

While collaborating with the client, VMC found that the original English script required extensive 
editing to remove idioms and conform to international English standards. The translation job quickly 
became a larger localization project as VMC worked to make the manufacturer’s American training 
material more accessible to a wider cultural audience. VMC leveraged an expert understanding of 
cultural nuances to provide advice on the most appropriate presentation to give to international 
suppliers. With a team of 43 people, VMC created a cohesive work environment across 14 countries 
and multiple time zones. Team members worked diligently to ensure that deadlines were met, and 
the video project, expected to take 16 weeks, was completed in just six weeks.

After becoming an expert on the new program, a native-speaking VMC consultant was sent to 
conduct on-site training in Poland. The new invoicing system, implemented by VMC, has delivered 
on the client’s goals, with training now available to more than 15,000 suppliers worldwide.

VMC’s services enabled the manufacturer to not only get its trading partners on the same page, 
but create a uniform system of invoice filing for future business. These changes have allowed the 
American manufacturer to grow its business by clearly communicating with all major international 
players, not just those who happen to speak English. The client will continue to add more languages 
to the training program, with VMC onboard to handle all localization needs.
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